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Welcome
I am delighted 
to introduce 
you to this 
latest version 
of the Bespoke 
British Pens 
catalogue. 

I hope you will 
be surprised and 
delighted with the 
variety and scope 
of the pens on 

view. It has always been our aim to provide 
pens and other writing equipment of the very 
highest quality and always with the cachet of 
being  ‘British Made’.

Many of the pens included here are from 
Conway Stewart – a long-established British 
pen manufacturer with a heritage stretching 
back to 1905. We were fortunate enough to 
acquire the vast majority of the components 
when the factory closed in 2014 and have 
since been assembling and supplying Conway 
Stewart pens to collectors and enthusiasts 
around the world. 

There are also pens from two other British 
silversmith/designers – Henry Simpole and 
Jack Row. We believe their craftsmanship is 
outstanding and we are privileged to include 
their work here. 

In addition, we have created our own range of 
pens under the Stratford Pen Company brand.  
These exquisite luxury pens are made from 
Sterling Silver with most including traditional 

engine-turned engraving. The Doctor’s Pen and 
the Accountant’s Pen are already recognised 
around the world as essential tools for each 
profession. We hope you enjoy  these new 
pens and we look forward to releasing more 
exciting designs during the next 12 months. 

One of the most surprising and rewarding 
aspects of this wonderful business is the 
worldwide extent of the demand for our 
British-made pens. Not a single day goes by 
without an order from the other side of the 
world and we are very proud to say that we 
export over 70% of the pens we make. 

Whether you are a pen collector, looking 
for the next addition to your collection, are 
looking for a gift for yourself, a colleague or 
a family member or simply love the feel of 
ink on paper, you can rest assured that our 
Bespoke British pens will stand the test of 
time and be cherished and admired for 
years to come. 

Sincerely

Alastair Adams
Managing Director
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A brief history
onway Stewart has been 
hand-crafting luxury writing 
instruments in the United 

Kingdom for more than 100 years. 
Over the decades it has grown into 
a luxury brand synonymous with 
exquisite style and painstaking 
craftsmanship. 

Created by two ambitious and 
industrious young men, Frank 
Jarvis and Tommy Garner, the 
origins of the name are uncertain… 
Some historians maintain that it 
was inspired by the names of two 
popular music hall comedians, 
others that it represented the 
owners’ liking of Wales (Conway) 
and Scotland (Stewart). 

Jarvis and Garner established 
themselves in a small rented room 
in Paternoster Row in the heart 
of the City of London in 1905 and 
in the early years operated as 
wholesalers, buying pens from 
America and other countries and 
selling them to businesses in the 
City of London. But they soon saw 
the benefi ts of manufacturing 
their own pens and set about 
giving them distinctive designs 
which set Conway Stewart apart. 

In 1910 came the Conway pump-
action pen. In 1919 they pioneered 
the fi rst British-made lever-fi ll pen. 
These innovations were followed 

by the fi rst highly colourful resin 
pens which were revolutionary as 
most pens had previously been 
made from black hard rubber. 

The 1920’s was the heyday of the 
fountain pen and the distinctive 
elegance of that decade has been 
a perpetual source of inspiration 
to Conway Stewart ever since. 
The Conway Stewart Duro was 
launched in that decade, as was 
the Dandy and the diminutive 
Dinkie. By 
the late ‘20s 
and early ‘30’s 
the Conway 
Stewart name 
was known 
throughout 
the world, and 
the company 
were designing 
and patenting 
some exciting 
new writing 
instruments.

During the Second World War, 
the London factory was nearly 
destroyed in the Blitz, but kept 
going. Like Winston Churchill, 
who used Conway Stewart pens 
throughout the war years, and 
after whom one of the most 
famous Conway Stewart pens is 
named, the company refused to 
surrender its place as Britain’s 
leading pen brand. The 1950’s were 
an exciting time with new designs 
including the Series 58 and Series 

100 and Conway Stewart 
celebrated its half-century 
with record sales. 

Yet changing fashions in writing 
in the shape of the Biro soon cast 
a shadow over the company and 
in the 1970s and 80s the company 
had a variety of owners. In the 
mid 1990’s Conway Stewart was 
revived with new investment 
recapturing its traditional 
reputation for excellence, 

craftsmanship and style. During 
this period and into the early years 
of the 21st century, the company 
launched many new designs 
including the iconic Churchill and 
Winston pens, now revered by 
many as two of the best fountain 
pens ever made. 

100 and Conway Stewart 
celebrated its half-century 
100 and Conway Stewart 
celebrated its half-century 
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Writing history for 100 years 
For Conway Stewart collectors and pen enthusiasts old and new, 
this catalogue and our website, www.bespokebritishpens.co.uk  
represents the largest Conway Stewart collection currently available 
anywhere in the world. Here is a list of some of the Conway Stewart 
pen ranges currently available:

The range of designs and colours is astonishing with more 
editions launched every month on our website. Many colours 
are only available in small single fi gure runs – very limited 
editions! All pens are hand-assembled to order and your 
preference of either sterling silver or 9ct gold trims can be 
specifi ed on many pens. 

You may also request engraving - a name, date, initials or a 
favourite phrase - on most of these pens for a small extra 
charge. Please see our website for more details.

All the Conway Stewart pens currently available in this 
brochure were acquired by Bespoke British Pens Ltd from 
the Administrators of Conway Stewart Manufacturing 
and assembled from these genuine Conway Stewart 
components to a very high standard. 

Quantities are limited so please refer to the website for 
the most up-to-date information.

www.bespokebritishpens.co.uk 

Churchill (see page 5)
Series 100 (6) 
Winston (7)
Series 58 (8)
Nelson (9)

Raleigh (9)
Belliver (10)
Wellington (10)
Dandy (11)
Wordsworth (11)

Bard (12)
Coronet (12)
Marlborough (13)
Regency (13)
Marilyn Monroe (19)
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Conway Stewart 
Belliver – Lava



The Churchill Collection

The Churchill Poppy Pen 
Issued to commemorate the end of the First World War, this 
specially decorated Churchill pen has proved to be extremely 
popular with collectors worldwide. The Poppy decoration in 
vitreous enamel which sits proudly on the end of the cap is 
forever synonymous with Remembrance Day around the world. 

Inspired by the great British statesman, 
the Churchill is in every way an impressive 
pen, and not just because of its size. 
Exquisitely proportioned, this is a pen that 
demands respect and is consistently one of 
our best-selling pens. 

LIMITED EDITIONS IN THE FOLLOWING 
COLOURS: Classic Black, Bracket Brown, 
Bracket Green, Crimson Blush, Coral Green. 
Classic Claret, Sepia Blue, Quartz White, White 
Whirl, Blue Stardust, Peppered White, Honey 
Noire, Sapphire Blue. 
See website for latest availability. 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter

NIB OPTIONS: Extra Fine, Fine or Medium 18ct 
gold Flag nib  

DIMENSIONS: Length 146mm / 5.75ins    
Weight: 35gms / 1.23oz  

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 
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Conway Stewart Churchill – 
Bracket Brown

Conway Stewart Churchill 
Poppy - Classic Black



The Series 1OO 
Collection 
First launched in 1954, the Conway 
Stewart Series 100 model is a mid-sized 
pen that feels good in any hand. It has 
a torpedo-shaped barrel and cap which 
was highly popular in the “space age” era 
of the 1950s and 1960s. Slightly larger 
than the Series 58 model and originally 
issued in the same colours, they make 
excellent companion ‘his & her’ pens. 
The top-mounted clip allows the pen to 
sit low in your shirt pocket, making the 
Series 100 a practical choice for everyday 
use. Without doubt, one of the classic 
Conway Stewart pens. 

LIMITED EDITIONS IN THE FOLLOWING 
COLOURS: Classic Black, Fresian, Nebula, 
Burgundy Blush, Brown Whirl, Razor 
Shell, Silver Storm, Lapis Blue, Crimson 
Blush, Sepia Blue, Flecked Amethyst. 
See website for latest availability.

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge /
Converter  

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 
18ct gold Flag nib  

DIMENSIONS: Length 137mm / 5.39ins  
Weight 20gms / 0.7 oz 

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black 
leather 
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Series 100 - 
Fresian

Series 100 - 
Classic Black

Series 100 - 
Nebula

Series 100 - 
Brown Swirl



The Winston Collection 
Complementing Conway Stewart’s classic fl agship Churchill pen, 
the Winston is a slightly larger and heavier pen and comes as 
standard with a captive twist fi lling mechanism.  This means the 
end of the barrel can be unscrewed to reveal a hidden button that 
you twist to fi ll the pen with ink. A wonderful feature and one that 
is very rare on modern pens. 

The Conway Stewart Winston is the ideal choice if you prefer a 
large pen; one that stands out in a crowd, but which still stays true 
to the classic style and feel of a vintage Conway Stewart design. 

LIMITED EDITIONS: Classic Black, Classic Brown, Classic Green 

FILLING MECHANISM: Captive twist-fi ll converter          

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib  

DIMENSIONS: Length 142mm / 5.59ins   Weight: 54gms / 1.9oz  

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 
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Conway Stewart 
Winston – Classic Green

Conway Stewart 
Winston – Classic Black



The Series 58 Collection 
The Series 58 is a traditional sized pen which pays homage to one of the 
company’s classic models, a pen revered in its original form by vintage 
pen collectors for the wide range of vibrant materials. Today it is viewed 
as one of the smaller pens in the Conway Stewart range as pens have 
grown in size and weight.

LIMITED EDITIONS: Classic Black, Nebula, Fresian 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter          

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib* 

DIMENSIONS: Length 129mm / 5.08ins   Weight: 15gms / 0.53oz 

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

*A small number of original Conway Stewart gold or rhodium nibs are also 
available for the Series 58. Please see website for details.  
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Conway Stewart Series 58 – 
Nebula, Classic Black and Fresian

Conway Stewart 
Series 58 – 
Classic Black



Named after two of England’s greatest naval leaders, these 
Conway Stewart ranges refl ect an elegant and refi ned design 
style that pen collectors worldwide are always looking for. 

The Raleigh is a truly exceptional pen and a highly desirable 
addition to any pen lover’s collection. Available in just two 
versions - the magnifi cently engraved black Celebration and the 
stunning Modena Red - these are truly pens for the connoisseur.

LIMITED EDITIONS: Celebration, Modena Red 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter 

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 139mm / 5.47ins   Weight: 47.4gms / 1.67oz 

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Nelson Collection is available in three outstanding colours – 
Black Whirl, Walnut and Nebula – each one in tiny numbers. The 
cap is decorated with 3 gold bands, said to be symbolic of the 
braid on Nelson’s sleeve at the Battle of Trafalgar. 

LIMITED EDITIONS: Black Whirl, Walnut, Nebula 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter          

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 145mm / 5.71ins   Weight: 46gms / 1.62oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather

The Raleigh and Nelson Collections
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Conway Stewart 
Raleigh - Celebration

Conway Stewart 
Nelson - Black Whirl



The Belliver and Wellington 
Collections 
The Belliver range was launched by Conway Stewart in 2011, so it is 
one of the most modern pens in the entire CS catalogue. The name 
derives from the location of the Conway Stewart factory on the outskirts 
of Plymouth. The Belliver features a solid brass barrel liner so it sits 
comfortably and perfectly balanced in your hand while writing.  

LIMITED EDITIONS: White Whirl, Lava, Classic Mocha 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter          

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 134.5mm / 5.29ins   Weight: 35gms / 1.23oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Wellington is a substantial pen which has been crafted with a subtly 
curvaceous form to both cap and barrel, setting it apart from most other 
models in the Conway Stewart range. The Waterloo edition in Prussian 
Blue acrylic was issued in an edition of 50 to commemorate the 200th 
anniversary of the Battle of Waterloo in 2015.

LIMITED EDITION: Waterloo, Classic Mocha, Classic Claret, Bronze Whirl, 
Nebula. See website for latest availability.

STANDARD EDITIONS: Classic Mocha, Classic Claret, Bronze Whirl, Nebula

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter          

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 140mm / 5.51ins   Weight: 38gms / 1.34oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 
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Conway Stewart 
Belliver - Lava

Conway Stewart 
Wellington - 
Waterloo



The Dandy and 
Wordsworth 
Collections 
The Conway Stewart Dandy typifi es the understated 
elegance of 1920s pen design and for many years 
has been one of Conway Stewart’s most distinctive 
profi les. Small in stature, the Dandy, as its name 
suggests, is an elegant and refi ned pen that is a fi rm 
favourite with Conway Stewart collectors worldwide.

LIMITED EDITIONS: Azure, Burgundy Ripple, 
Carbon Black, Galaxy 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter     

NIB OPTIONS: Broad, Double Broad, Italic Broad, Extra 
Fine and Italic Fine original Conway Stewart gold nibs are 
available. 

DIMENSIONS: Length 123mm / 4.84in   Weight 15gms / 0.53oz    

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Wordsworth is a classically styled fountain pen with elegant 
rounded features reminiscent of the ever-popular Winston – but 
is a smaller, lighter model. It feels good in the hand and with solid 
gold bands on both cap and barrel, the Wordsworth is a pen that 
is warm, rich and luxurious. 

LIMITED EDITIONS: Classic Black, Classic Green, Shingle

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter                

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs

DIMENSIONS: Length 130mm / 5.12in   Weight 33gms / 1.16oz     

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 
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Conway Stewart Wordsworth – 
Classic Green

Conway Stewart 
Dandy – Galaxy



The Coronet and Bard 
Collections 
The Coronet is a medium-sized pen with a clean, elegant and timeless 
shape inspired by original designs of Conway Stewart models made 
during the 1940s. 

LIMITED EDITIONS: Shingle, Green Whirl, Marble Ice 

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter                

NIB OPTIONS: A small number of original Conway Stewart 18ct gold 
nibs are available to fi t the Coronet range. Please see the website for 
the full range of options.

DIMENSIONS: Length 130mm / 5.12in    Weight 33gms / 1.16oz     

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Bard is one of Conway Stewart’s most imposing models. Originally 
launched in 2009, it has a striking squared-off  profi le which sets it apart 
from most other writing instruments. Inspired by William Shakespeare, the 
Bard features an untapered cap and barrel which gives it a look of sturdy 
elegance. While substantial in size it is still a very usable pen thanks to its 
carefully thought-out design.

LIMITED EDITIONS: Woodgrain, Scarlet Whirl

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter                

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs

DIMENSIONS: Length 134.5mm / 5.29ins    Weight 47gms / 1.66oz   

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 
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Conway Stewart Bard – 
Wood Grain

Conway Stewart Coronet – 
Green Whirl



The Marlborough’s straight-sided design together with a vintage-style clip 
recall some of the fi nest Conway Stewart pens from the 1920s. The serrated 
pattern around the top of the cap and two broad gold bands around the 
barrel make it look as if it has stepped straight out of the Art Deco era.  

LIMITED EDITIONS: Lava, Meteor, Classic Green, Woodgrain, 
Blue Ripple, Rose Ripple

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter                

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs

DIMENSIONS: Length 133mm / 5.24ins    Weight 20gms / 0.71oz   

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Conway Stewart Regency is as elegant as its name 
suggests. It is classically styled with elegant curved features 
and is decorated with solid gold fi ttings. 

LIMITED EDITIONS: Marine Blue only

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter                

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs

DIMENSIONS: Length 137mm / 5.39ins    
Weight 35gms / 1.23oz   

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather 

The Marlborough and Regency Collections

 Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs

 Length 133mm / 5.24ins    Weight 20gms / 0.71oz   

 is as elegant as its name 
suggests. It is classically styled with elegant curved features 

 Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nibs
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Conway Stewart 
Marlborough - 
Classic Green

Conway Stewart 
Regency - Marine Blue



The Shakespeare Collection  
“I’ll call for pen and ink and write my mind” 
William Shakespeare. Henry VI Part 1 

The Shakespeare Pen has been designed to celebrate the 400th 
anniversary of William Shakespeare and should help you write your 
own play! Each pen bears an image of Shakespeare on the end of 
the cap which has been taken from the title page of his First Folio, 
published in 1623. Around the edge of the pen are the words 
‘Made in England’ which refer to the man and the pen. 

The ‘Silk’ engine-turned pattern on the barrel and cap is a 
reference to Shakespeare’s father’s occupation. 

The pen is available in Sterling Silver or in Vermeil (23ct gold 
plated sterling silver).

EDITIONS: Sterling Silver – Unlimited, Vermeil - 400

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter

NIB OPTIONS: Extra Fine, Fine, Medium or Broad 2-tone 18ct Gold Flag nibs  

DIMENSIONS: Length 145mm / 5.71ins    
Silver weight 46gms / 1.62oz     Vermeil weight 48gms / 1.69oz 

PRESENTATION BOX: A transparent silicone/black framed box 

In 2016 the British Council contacted Bespoke British Pens to design a pen to commemorate the 400th anniversary 
of the death of William Shakespeare which would be used to support their ‘Great Britain’ and ‘Shakespeare Lives’ 
campaigns and raise money for their chosen charity. 

Stratford Pen Company designed a Sterling Silver overlay pen with a traditional engine-turned engraving and a 
distinctive clip with a black onyx stone embedded. An additional feature was the ability to change from fountain 
pen to rollerball using a simple conversion kit. Since that fi rst design, Stratford Pen Company has become a 
recognised British brand with several new sterling silver and engine-turned pens added to the portfolio. 
All the pens are made in the Jewellery Quarter of Birmingham in the UK. 

We hope you will enjoy looking at our range of high quality, superbly engineered pens which 
are also very practical for day-to-day use. 
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Stratford Pen Company 
Shakespeare - Silver

Stratford Pen Company 
Shakespeare - Vermeil



The Wedding Pen Collection 
Use these luxury pens in your photographs when signing the 
marriage register, then use them every day for the rest of your 
lives together. The perfect reminder of that special day. Also makes 
a superb wedding anniversary gift!

• Large and Small - two sizes available to suit any hand
• Engraved with your initials and your wedding date
• Made in England and stamped with English Hallmarks as a 

sign of quality
• Personalised to your specifi cation
• Wedding date engraved on the cap band
• Your initials engraved on the cap top
• Your choice of jewel in the clip
• Can be converted from a fountain pen to rollerball with a simple 

conversion kit
• As a fountain pen comes with an 18ct gold nib available in fi ne, 

medium or broad
• As a rollerball, the refi ll is available in black or blue and in 

medium, fi ne or extra fi ne.

To start the design process for your very special Wedding Pens, please 
email sales@bespokebritishpens.co.uk, with the size of pens required 
(large or small or one of each), your initials, the date of your wedding, 
and chosen jewel for the clip.

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter       

NIB OPTIONS: Extra Fine, Fine, Medium or Broad 2-tone 18ct Gold 
Flag nibs

DIMENSIONS: Large - Length 145mm / 5.71ins     Weight 48gms / 1.69oz  
           Small - Length 127mm / 5.0ins     Weight 40gms / 1.41oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Dual leather pen case with sterling silver 
fi ttings available at additional cost. See Accessories page.
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Stratford Pen 
Company 
Wedding 
Pen



The Professionals  
The Lawyer’s Pens 
The Conway Stewart Churchill and Series 100 models in black acrylic 
have been used as the basis for The Lawyers Pen, designed and 
crafted in England exclusively for those in the legal profession in 
limited editions of 100. 

The Churchill version has the Scales of Justice engraved on the top 
of the cap. In the Series 100 version it is engraved on the broad 
9ct gold cap band.

The rich, black acrylic of the Churchill edition is further enhanced 
by a ‘barleycorn’ pattern engraved on the cap and barrel 
and by sterling silver fi ttings. The Series 100 edition has 
9ct gold fi ttings on cap and barrel.

LIMITED EDITIONS: Churchill – 100, Series 100 - 100         

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter       

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 2-tone 18ct gold Flag nibs

CHURCHILL DIMENSIONS: Length 146mm / 5.75ins    Weight 35gms / 1.23oz                                                       
SERIES 100 DIMENSIONS: Length 137mm / 5.39ins    Weight 20gms / 0.7oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather

The Architect’s Pen 
Designed and crafted by Jack Row, using time-honoured silversmith’s skills and 
cutting-edge technology, this extraordinary pen has been inspired by London’s 
iconic architecture. 

EDITIONS: Individually made to order         

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter       

NIB OPTIONS: 18ct gold Medium nib

DESIGN OPTIONS: Sterling silver with black diamonds, 18ct gold 
with sapphires, 18ct white gold with diamonds 

PRESENTATION BOX: Hand-crafted solid oak case
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Conway Stewart 
Churchill 

Lawyer’s Pen

Conway Stewart 
Series 100 

Lawyer’s Pen

Architect’s Pen 
by Jack Row



The Professionals  
The Doctor’s Pen 
The Doctor’s Pen is made from  sterling silver which is well known 
for its antibacterial properties and can reduce the spread of germs; 
so an ideal material for a Doctor’s Pen. The engine turned pattern 
is beautiful and shimmers in the light. The pen’s clip in 23ct gold 
plate and silver represents the Rod of Asclepius– a serpent entwined 
around a staff  – which has been associated with the medical 
profession for a millennium and is recognised around the world.  

LIMITED EDITION: 100         

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter       

NIB OPTIONS: Extra Fine, Fine, Medium or Broad 2-tone 18ct gold 
Flag nib

DIMENSIONS: Length 145mm / 5.71ins    Weight 48gms / 1.69oz

PRESENTATION BOX: A transparent silicone/black-framed box         

The Accountant’s Pen 
Featuring the Accountants Arithmetic Tools in an iconic symbol, the 
Accountant’s Pen has been designed and handcrafted in England 
following a request by some of our clients in the accountancy world. 

The pen is made from sterling silver and is stamped with English 
hallmarks as a sign of its quality. A black onyx gemstone is 
embedded near the top of the clip as it is believed to promote 
wisdom, intuitiveness and concentration – great qualities for 
any accountant.

LIMITED EDITION: 100         

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter       

NIB OPTIONS: Extra Fine, Fine, Medium or Broad 2-tone 18ct gold 
Flag nib

DIMENSIONS: Length 145mm / 5.71ins    Weight 48gms / 1.69oz

PRESENTATION BOX: A transparent silicone/black-framed box         
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Doctor’s Pen

Accountant’s Pen



The 1907 Exhibition Pen 
Henry has captured the intricate detail of an original 1907 Exhibition 
Onoto in virtually every aspect of his exquisite design, including the rich, 
black enamelling between the fi ligree silver which creates a very tactile 
fi nish – the slight undulations in the enamel rising to the crest of each 
sterling silver strand in traditional cloisonné style. The Plunger–fi ller is a 
rare but clever design that uses a vacuum to fi ll the pen with ink. It also 
has a cut-off  valve to stop any ink leaking when the pen is not in use. 

LIMITED EDITION: 35         

FILLING MECHANISM: Plunger-fi ller       

NIB OPTIONS: Medium 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 152mm / 5.98ins    Weight 31gms / 1.09oz   

PRESENTATION BOX: Burwood with beautiful marquetry edging
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Henry Simpole
 

Henry Simpole 1907 
Exhibition Pen



In 2014, Conway Stewart commissioned Henry Simpole to make a fountain pen to 
celebrate the Hollywood fi lm star, Marilyn Monroe, on the 90th anniversary of her birth.

Henry has created a sterling silver overlay pen that is dazzling in its design using an 
iconic image of Marilyn pierced into the silver, even including the beauty spot on her 
left cheek – together with the inscribed words ‘Boo Boo Be Doo!’, the refrain from the 
song ‘I Wanna Be Loved By You’ which she sang in the fi lm ‘Some Like it Hot’.

This is the largest pen we sell, at over 160mm long, but is a delight to use.

LIMITED EDITION: 90                                            

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter      

NIB OPTIONS: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold Flag nib 

DIMENSIONS: Length 161mm / 6.34ins    Weight 56gms / 1.97oz

PRESENTATION BOX: Standard black leather
19

Henry Simpole

The Marilyn Monroe  Pen
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celebrate the Hollywood fi lm star, Marilyn Monroe, on the 90th anniversary of her birth.
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Henry Simpole 
Marilyn Monroe Pen
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Jack Row  
The Jaali Collection 
Award-winning British artisan goldsmith Jack Row was inspired by the fascinating intricacy 
of Islamic art and design to create these exclusive Jack Row Jaali range writing instruments 
which echo the intricate fi ligree found in ‘Jaali’ latticed screens prominent in Mughal 
Indian architecture. 

The Jaali range is available in sterling silver or 18ct white and yellow gold. Each limited 
edition is individually made to order in Great Britain from solid precious metals and 
is studded with sparkling ‘brilliant cut’ petrol blue diamonds. 

LIMITED EDITION: 88                      

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter      

NIB OPTION: Medium 18ct gold nib 

DESIGN OPTIONS: Sterling silver with brilliant cut petrol blue diamonds
18ct white and yellow gold with brilliant cut petrol blue diamonds

PRESENTATION BOX: Handcrafted solid oak        

The Mirage Collection 
Inspired by the organic, shimmering patterns formed in desert sands, Jack Row’s Mirage 
Collection is the essence of 21st century British pen design. Available in seven diff erent 
versions, each Mirage pen is made from solid sterling silver lavishly entwined with 65 feet 
of hand-wound silver wire, creating an intricate yet tactile fi nish that is entirely unique to 
each pen. 

LIMITED EDITION: 250 of each version             

FILLING MECHANISM: Cartridge / Converter      

NIB OPTION: Fine, Medium or Broad 18ct gold or rhodium-plated nib

DESIGN OPTIONS: Mirage Silver fi nish, Mirage Silver fi nish with Pink Sapphire, Mirage 
Tactical Black fi nish, Mirage Yellow Gold fi nish with emerald, Mirage Black-antique fi nish, 
Mirage Black-antique fi nish with Black Sapphire, Mirage Rose Gold fi nish with Tanzanite.            

PRESENTATION BOX: High quality soft-touch slider box         
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Jack Row Jaali

Jack Row Mirage 
- Yellow Gold

Jack Row 
Mirage - Silver
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Bespoke British Accessories   
To keep your pen in perfect running order, you can buy your ink cartridges, rollerball refi lls and Fineliner 
refi lls and bottles of the fi nest English fountain pen ink from the Bespoke British Pens website. Also 
available is a range of British-made accessories including a beautiful walnut pen tray, a luxurious leather 
pen case with sterling silver fi ttings, and a “Smart” wallet that has a tracker hidden inside the pouch so 
you should never lose it. All these items are available in the Accessories section of the website.

Flag Fountain Pen Ink

Walnut Desk Tray      

Leather Wallet

Leather 2-pen case

Gift wrapping

Aqua Blue              Onyx Black           Blue/Black          Sherwood Green

Saddle Brown       Imperial Purple       Poppy Red            Sapphire Blue



 

Bespoke Services    
Corporate and Personal Editions
Bespoke British Pens can design and make virtually any type of luxury bespoke pen either for an individual as a 
one-off  or for organisations that may wish to order hundreds of pens to celebrate a special event or anniversary. 

We have made bespoke pens for many companies, universities, fi lm productions, and car manufacturers  including 
the Black & Silver pens for Rolls Royce shown below, and the pens used in the Kingsman fi lms – one of which was 
used in the fi rst movie to kill Michael Caine’s character Chester by a quick fl ick of the lever fi ll.

For more information about customization options, please email  us at 
sales@bespokebritishpens.co.uk or call us on +44 (0)333 006 4646
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Testimonials    
Just received the Churchill fountain pen in Burgundy, and all I can say is Wow!! 
Beautiful pen, excellent craftsmanship, amazing finish, and nib writes so smooth it glides 
effortlessly on paper. I absolutely recommend Bespoke British Pens to anyone who is on the fence 
trying to decide on purchasing a pen from them. You will not be disappointed. 
SL, USA 

I want to inform you that I received my Conway Stewart Series 100 Fresian this 
past Friday and I am totally thrilled with it. Your photographs do not do it justice 
as it is a beautiful instrument. Inked up it writes like a dream – just fl ows across 
the paper like a skater on a pond. Thank you very much. You should be very proud 
of the quality of work your company is producing.
WC, USA

I have this year bought 5 Conway Stewart pens from BBP and I’m impressed! My favourites are 
the Wellington Waterloo edition and the Kingsman. The Waterloo Anniversary pen is one of the 
most beautiful pens I have and I can really recommend the Flag nib. I have promised myself 
that I’m not going to buy any more pens this year but it’s a promise that may be broken with the 
upcoming new Churchill editions!
SA, Sweden

I ordered a Conway Stewart Churchill Poppy pen as a gift. The customer service was amazing! 
Peter, the production director, put a rush on it to ensure it would arrive for the big day. The 
pen arrived early and it did not disappoint! It is a very large, substantial , beautifully made, 
smooth-writing pen . The poppy design on the end is subtle, yet beautiful . I’m so impressed, 
I’m going to treat myself to one! Thanks to everyone who helped get the pen ready in time - 
your efforts are appreciated! 
DM, UK 

I have today received my Conway Stewart Wellington Mocha Rollerball. I am so pleased that I 
asked if it was possible to get a Rollerball Version as all my other Wellingtons have a Rollerball. 
The quality of this pen is as usual of the highest possible. I am looking forward to the next new 
pen from Bespoke British Pens as the quality and value is excellent. 
BP, Belgium 
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Follow us:           @BespokeBritish            @BespokeBritish1           @BespokeBritish

For more information about any of our products, please go to: 
bespokebritishpens.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)333 006 4646
Email: sales@bespokebritishpens.co.uk Unit 11C, The Wren Centre, 

Westbourne Rd, Emsworth, 
Hampshire, PO10 7SU  
United Kingdom

 




